− ≈4.000 SKUs (grocery + meat&produce + non food); − ≈500 suppliers (85% Italian).
Figure 1: Coop Private Label Share on Total Assortment

Private Label Role and Values
Coop Private Label is the tool to realize the Cooperative mission, that is to say to provide consumers guarantees on quality, safety, environment care, ethical commitment, fair trade as well as good value. A challenging mission that requires a particular attention to products, from development to production and postmarketing control.
Figure 2: Coop Mission
Based on this principle, Coop mission is declined in Coop Private label values: Goodness. The first evaluation index for products, since customer satisfaction starts from here. Through the years, Coop has developed a customer satisfaction evaluation system, involving the most important players: our consumer members. From 2000 to 2015, 2300 tests were performed with over 400.000 members; 90% of Coop products passed the tests: those not approved were reformulated and retested.
Value for money. This value is part of Coop DNA, a 'funding' value for a consumer cooperative created for this very purpose and grown to become market leader in Italian large scale retail. Coop attention to commercial positioning evolved as well, monitoring not only market leaders but also horizontal competitors such as discount and specialised stores. Coop Private Label selling price can never disregard products intrinsic qualities nor the control and selection activities carried before they are launched on the market; that is why it is seldom the 'lowest price possible'.
Safety. A process that starts from suppliers selection, and covers all the supply chain up to the finished product. Coop food safety policies, developed through the years, include the absence of colouring agents, hydrogenated fats and GMOs and the latest choice to eliminate palm oil from all its Private Label products; an important choice since Coop instead of merely 'remove' this products, decided to reformulate them in partnership with its suppliers.
Transparency. Supply chain control is crucial to provide guarantees to consumers; for Coop, it is an important expertise to be shared with its customers. The Origini Trasparenti (Transparent Origins) campaign aims at communicating in a clear and transparent way what are the sources of all raw materials used for Coop products. A useful information tool for those who want to know the story of a product, starting from the origin of its ingredients.
Ethics. Since 1988, Coop Private Label suppliers are required to undersign Coop's ethical code based on the SA 8000 standard, and they are subsequently checked by independent auditors. In addition to this basic requirement, Coop has launched specific campaigns, such as the latest 'Buoni e Giusti Coop' (Coop Good and Fair); this activity involves all Fruit & Vegetables Italian suppliers and it addresses a social issue that is critical in some production areas.
Ecology. Environment care is declined on Coop products thanks to the use of recycled, recyclable or compostable materials. Packaging reduction is pursued with the use of recharges and the elimination of unnecessary over-packaging.
Coop Private Label Range
Coop Private Label range was extended over time to go beyond the mere introduction of new products on the market, focusing on intercepting new emerging needs to be able to provide a full range of products for different types of consumption.
The result was the creation of Coop specific lines such as organic, healthy, fair trade, etc. Coop Private Label leadership in these products testifies the reliability and trust achieved through the years, which allows Coop to include in its private label products that are not traditionally linked with its core offer.
Coop Private Label lines are: Fior fiore. A wide selection of products of the best gastronomic culture for food lovers, all characterised by the same idea of taste, authenticity, originality, pleasure and knowledge. The line includes Italian traditional and local specialties as well as foreign excellence products.
Vivi verde. A selection of Food and Non Food products. All food is organic and does not contain tropical fats nor flavourings (including natural flavourings). Non food products have a 'green plus', clear and objective, which allows customers to qualify the product as 'environment friendly': ecolabel certified products as well as innovative products with a high ecological value.
Solidal is the fair trade line; over 80 products, from over 50 producers cooperatives and organisations operating in several developing Countries. Some examples: chocolate bars and spread, tea and coffee, banana and pineapples, rice, fruit juices, roses. All products are certified fairtrade.
Bene.sì healthy products. One line to include the growing and diversified demand for wellbeing and healthy products. The offer is organised on 2 types of product: functional (with) and 'free from' (without): gluten, lactose, yeast, etc.
Crescendo Baby / Kids. The line for kids is a reliable, cross-category offer, including food and non food products. Products for Babies 0-3 years (baby food, nappies, feeding bottles, etc) and for Kids 4-10 years (fruit juices, snacks, breakfast cereals, etc). All food is organic.
Coop Origine includes all products coming from certificate supply chains (eggs, milk, cured meat, etc). Globalization of goods and recurring food scandals and frauds have made consumers worry, especially about productions considered at risk, for which the expectations on safety are naturally higher. Coop has been working on these productions for over 15 years, and it knows and controls every single step.
Amici speciali (Special friends) is dedicated to pets. Developed to answer the needs of a significant market with a complete and segmented offer (over 53 % of Italian families have pets), this line has the same guarantees of controls and safety that Coop applies to all its Private Label products.
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